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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
The theory of Volterra integral and integro-differential equations is interesting in itself and the 
application of this theory is rapidly increasing to various fields. For the basic theory of integral 
equations, we choose to refer to the books by Burton [1,2], Corduneanu [3], and Miller [4]; see 
also the survey article by Corduneanu and Lakshmikantham [5] for equations with unbounded 
delay. Recently, there has been some activity concerning the existence of positive solutions of 
integro-differential equations. See, for example, [6-9]. 
In this paper, we will give a basic theorem on the behavior of solutions of scalar linear integro- 
differential equations with unbounded elay. As a consequence of this theorem, we will establish 
a criterion for the stability of the trivial solution; see [10,11] for related stability results. A root 
of the associated characteristic equation is used in obtaining our results. 
The results obtained in this paper are motivated by the results of two excellent papers by 
Driver [12] and Driver, Sasser and Slater [13] concerning the behavior of solutions of linear 
differential equations with bounded elay. 
Consider the scalar linear integro-differential equation with unbounded elay 
xt(t) = ax(t) + K( t  - s)x(s) ds, (E) 
where a is a real number, and K is a continuous real-valued function on the interval [0, ¢c) which 
is assumed to be of one sign and not identically zero on [0, co). 
By a solution of the integro-differential equation (E), we mean a continuous real-valued func- 
tion x defined on the real line R, which is continuously differentiable on the interval [0, c~) and 
satisfies (E) for all t >_ 0. 
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Let C(( -oe,  0], R) be the space of all continuous real-valued functions on the interval (-c~, 0]. 
In what follows, by P we will denote the nonempty subset of C((-c~,0],R) defined by ¢ e P if 
and only if 
• (t) = K( t  - s)¢(s) ds, for t _> 0 
is a continuous real-valued function on [0, c~). 
It is known (see, for example, [2]) that, for any given initial function ¢ E P, there exists a 
unique solution x of the integro-differential equation (E) which satisfies the initial condition 
x(t)  = ¢(t) ,  for t e ( -~ ,  0], (c) 
x will be called the solution of the initial problem (E),(C) or, more briefly, the solution of (E),(C). 
Throughout the paper, we will  suppose that there exists a real number  7 such that 
/ oo e -~8 [K(s) l ds < 00.  
This assumption guarantees that the set P contains the function ¢(t) = e "rt for t E (-cx~, 0]. 
If we look for a solution of (E) of the form x(t )  = e At for t c R, we see that A is a root of the 
character ist ic  equation 
1 = a + e -aSK(s )  ds. (*) 
We immediately observe that 
L 0 < e-a81K(s)l ds < c~, for all A _> 7. 
Now, let us introduce the hypothesis 
e-"K(s) ds > 7 - a and e-~Sslg(s)lds <_ 1. (H) 
Under this hypothesis,  the character ist ic equation (*) has a unique root 1o in the interval  (7, c~); 
this root is such that 
o ~ e -~°Ss lg (s ) [  ds < 1. (1) 
Indeed, if we set 
g F(A) = A - a - e -~SK(s )  ds, for A _> 7, 
then from the first inequality of (H), it follows that F(7 ) < 0. Moreover, by the second inequality 
of (H), we obtain for I > 7, 
F ' (A)  = 1 + e -aSsK(s )  ds >_ 1 - e -~s lK(s ) ]  ds 
> 1 - e -~Ss lK(s ) l  ds >_ O, 
and consequently, the function F is strictly increasing on the interval (% c~). Furthermore, for 
every A > 7, we have 
C /o F(A) > 1 - a - e-XS[K(s)[  ds >_ 1 - a - e -~S[K(s) [  ds, 
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and so, F(c¢) = oc. Thus, in the interval (7, oo), the equation F(A) = 0 has a unique solution A0. 
It follows from the second inequality of (H) that 
/0 /0 e-a°SslK(s)lds < e-~%lK(s)lds <_ 1, 
i.e., Ao satisfies (1). Note that (1) implies in particular that 
1 + e-~°SsK(s) ds > 0. (2) 
In the sequel, provided that (H) holds, if A0 is the unique root of (,) in the interval (7, ee), 
then P(A0) stands for the nonempty subset of P defined as follows: ¢ E P(A0) if and only if the 
function e-a°t¢(t) for t <_ 0 is bounded on (-oe, 0]. It is easy to see that P(A0) contains the 
function ¢(t) = e A°t for t E (-oc, 0]. 
Before closing this section, we will give two well-known definitions (see, for example, [2]). 
The trivial solution of (E) is said to be stable (at 0) if for every e > 0, there exists a number 
5 = 5(e) > 0 such that, for any initial function ¢ E P with 
I1¢11 sup  I¢(t) l  < 5, 
t<_0 
the solution x of (E),(C) satisfies 
[x(t)l < ~, for all t e I~. 
Moreover, the trivial solution of (E) is called asymptotically stable (at 0) if it is stable in the 
above sense and in addition there exists a number 50 > 0 such that, for any initial function ¢ E P 
with [[¢1[ < 50, the solution x of (E),(C) satisfies 
lim x(t) = O. t---*oO 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
The main results of this paper are the following theorem and a corollary of this theorem. 
THEOREM. Assume that (H) holds and let A0 be the unique root of (*) in the interval (% oc). 
Then, for any ¢ E P(Ao), the solution x of (E),(C) satisfies 
_ L(¢) 
1 + fo  e-~°~sK(s) ds ~0 °° 
< M(¢) e-x°%lK(s)l ds, for all t > O, (3) 
where 
and 
L(¢) =¢(O) + foCCe-~°SK(s) [/}se-~°r¢(r)drl ds (4) 
L(¢) ds M(¢) = sup e-~°t¢(t) - oo e_--y~o~sK(  ) • 
t<_o 1 + fo 
(5) 
PROOF. Consider an arbitrary function ¢ E P(A0). By the definition of P(A0), from (1), it 
follows immediately that L(¢) is a real number. Furthermore, by (2) and the definition of P(A0), 
we conclude that M(¢) is finite. Let now x be the solution of (E),(C). 
Define 
y(t) = e-~°tx(t), for t E I~. 
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Then it is easy to see that the fact that x satisfies (E) for all t _> 0 is equivalent to 
/? y'(t) = (a - Ao)y(t) + e-a°SK(s)y(t  - s) ds, for t _> 0. (6) 
Moreover, the initial condition (C) can be equivalently written 
y(t) = e-'X°t¢(t), for t E (-co, 0]. (7) 
Furthermore, by using the fact that A0 is a root of (*) and taking into account (4) and (7), we 
can verify that (6) is equivalent to 
/? ] y(t) = - e-a°SK(s) y(r) dr ds + L(¢), for t > 0. (8) 
- -8  
Next, by taking into account (2), we can define 
L(¢) for t e IR. 
z(t) = y(t) - 1 + fo  e-~°ssg(s)  ds' 
Then we can see that (8) reduces to the following equivalent equation: 
/0 Ill ] z(t) = - e-~°SK(s) z(r) dr ds, for t > 0. (9) $ 
On the other hand, (7) takes the equivalent form 
L(¢) for t c (-co, 0]. (10) z(t) = e-~°t¢(t) - 1 + fo  e-~°ssg(s)  ds' 
Because of the definitions of y and z, (3) is equivalent to 
[z(t)[ < M(¢) e-~°SslK(s)[ ds, for all t > 0. (11) 
The proof will be accomplished by proving (11). 
Now, in view of (5) and (10), we have 
[z(t)[ _< M(¢), for t _< 0. (12) 
We will show that 
Iz(t)l <_ M(¢), for all t e R. (13) 
To this end, let us consider an arbitrary number e > 0. We claim that 
Iz(t)l < M(¢) + c, for every t E 1(. (14) 
Otherwise, by (12), there exists a t* > 0 such that 
[z(t)[ < M(¢) + e, for t < t* and [z(t*)[ = M(¢) + e. 
Then from (9), we obtain 
M(¢) + e = Iz(t*)l = f - -  e-~°SK(s) z(r) dr 
ao - -8  
[s: ] ~_ f__ e-X°SlK(s)l Iz(r)ldr ds 
Jo  - -8  
/? _< [M(¢) + e] e-~°~sIK(s)[ ds, 
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which, in view of (1), leads to a contradiction. So, our claim is true. Since (14) holds for every 
e > 0, it follows that (13) is always satisfied. By using (13), from (9), we derive for all t _> 0, 
Iz(t) l = fo°°e-~°SK(s)[ftt_sZ(r)dr]ds 
/o ] /o <_ e-~°sig(s)i Iz(r)idr ds < M(¢) e-~°%lK(sllds, - -8  
i.e., (11) holds. 
The proof of our theorem is complete. 
COROLLARY. Assume that (H) holds and let Ao be the unique root of (*) in the interval (% c~). 
Then, for any ¢ E P(Ao), the solution x of (E),(C) satisfies 
Ix(t)l < ON(¢)e ~°t, for all t > O, (15) 
where 
and 
O= [l + J °  e-X°Ss[K(s)]ds]2 fo °° 
1 + fo  e-~°SsK(s) ds + e-~°SsiK(s)] ds (16) 
N(¢) = sup [e-'X°tt¢(t)l]. (17) 
t_<0 
Moreover, the trivia/solution of (E) is stable irA0 = 0 and it is asymptotically stable irA0 < 0. 
PROOF. First of all, we observe that, because of (1) and (2), formula (16) defines a real number O 
with O > 1. 
Let ¢ e P(A0) and x be the solution of (E),(C). Note that, by the definition of P(A0), N(¢) 
(as it is defined by (17)) is finite. By our theorem, (3) is satisfied, where n(¢) and M(¢) are 
defined by (4) and (5), respectively. From (3), it follows that 
e_xOtlx(t)[ < [L(¢)l ~0 °° 1 + fo  e-~°SsK(s) ds + M(¢) e-~°%lK(s)lds, for all t >__ 0. (18) 
But (5) gives 
So (18) yields 
"M(¢) < N(¢) + eL(C)] 
1 + fo  e-~°SsK(s) ds" 
e_~Otlx(t) I < 1 + fo  e-~°SslK(s)lds 
- 1 + foe-~ossK(s)ds LL(¢)I 
/0 + N(¢) e-~°SsiK(s)i ds, for every t _ O. 
(19) 
Furthermore, from (4), we obtain 
/? [/o ] 
Iz(¢)l < I¢(0)1 + e-~°SIK(s)l e-~°rLC(~)ldr ds, 
which gives 
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Hence, from (19), we conclude that for t > 0, 
e-AOtlx(t), < { [l + f°  e-~°Ss'K(s)lds]2 fo ~ } 
- 1 +foe-~ossK(s)ds + e-~°SslK(s)tds N(¢), 
and consequently, (15) holds true. 
Now, let us assume that ,~0 <_ 0. Consider an arbitrary initial function ¢ E P, which is bounded 
on ( -~,  0], and define 
I1¢11 = sup I¢(01. 
t<o 
It follows immediately that ¢ E P(Ao) and 
Thus, (15) gives 
N(¢) < I1¢11. 
Ix(t)] <_ Oi]¢II e~°t, for all t _> O. (20) 
Since )~o -< O, from the last inequality, it follows that 
Ix(01 _< ell¢ll, for every t >_ 0. 
So, by taking into account he fact that (9 > 1, we have 
Ix(t)l < OI1¢11, for every t E ~, 
which means that the trivial solution of (E) is stable. Finally, if A0 < 0, then (20) guarantees 
that 
lim x(t) = O, 
t---~OO 
and so the trivial solution of (E) is asymptotically stable. 
REMARK. Assume that 7 < 0. If J o  K (s )ds  = -a ,  then we always have A0 = 0 and so the 
trivial solution of (E) is stable. Moreover, it is easy to see that, if fo  K(s)  ds < -a ,  then/~0 < 0, 
and consequently, the trivial solution of (E) is asymptotically stable. 
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